
THE CANADIAN ECONOMY

The economy of Canada is a highly developed mixed economy with 10th largest GDP by nominal and 16th largest GDP
by PPP in the world. As with other.

As a result, Canada has developed its own social and political institutions, distinct from most other countries
in the world. After decades of escalating overutilization the cod fishery all but collapsed in the s, and the
Pacific salmon industry also suffered greatly. Should oil prices improve so will prospects for Alberta and
Saskatchewan. Canadian jobs grew by , jobs over the last twelve months, the majority in full-time positions. A
romanticized image of 19th century fur traders rolling into town. It ships 1. Canada is not a country that
experiences a great deal of labour unrest, and strikes are usually short and rare. The higher interest rate has
supported an appreciation of the U. The U. You really shouldn't compare countries or economies without it.
Collection of provincial and federal income taxes is jointly managed by the Canadian Revenue Agency CRA ,
meaning all tax related matters in Canada are handled by a single federal bureaucracy. As manufacturing
declined, unionization steadily shifted towards white collar work, and of the 30 per cent of Canadians who
hold union membership today, the majority work in fields such as teaching, nursing, or government
bureaucracy. Most Canadians who live in large cities like Toronto, Vancouver, or Montreal work in the
service sector. Canadian agriculture is firmly private, but it has come to depend on government subsidies in
order to compete with the highly subsidized agricultural sectors of the European Union EU and the United
States. The question of whether to build new oil pipelines to further expand the Canadian oil industry is one of
Canada's most controversial economic debates. High wages and Aboriginal land claims have also curbed
expansion. The depletion of renewable resources has raised concerns in recent years. Why is Canada so
sparsely populated? Canada's central bank cut interest rates to stimulate the economy, but that may aggravate a
housing bubble. That may change with as a result of global warming. They have spurred business investment
and consumer spending. Today, the agreement is broadly popular, however, and supported by all political
parties. The idea had been a controversial one in Canada for many years, with so-called "economic
nationalists" arguing more trade with America would rob Canada of its political and economic independence.
Load Next Page. Writers, artists, journalists, and entertainers are all considered service workers, too. Most of
it cannot be used for productive uses, such as hydropower or even irrigation. Western provinces allow loggers
to cut trees on government-owned land. But that might be paid for with taxes on marijuana, which Trudeau
plans to legalize. Arctic winter temperatures increased 1.


